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Abstract: The application of expansion turbines at natural gas pressure reduction stations (PRS) is
considered in order to recover energy contained in the natural gas. This energy is irretrievably lost at
the reduction stations which use the traditional pressure reducer. Expanders allow for the electricity
production for PRS own needs and for resale. The paper presents an analysis of the possibility of
using turboexpanders at PRS in Poland. Authors performed static simulations for the assumed data
sets and dynamic simulations for annual data from selected representative natural gas reduction
and measurement stations. Energy balances are presented for the discussed scenarios that compare
the energy requirements of natural gas pressure reduction stations which use a classic pressure
reducer or turboexpander (TE). Using static simulations, authors investigated whether the use of a
turboexpander is economically justified for the case if it is used only to supply the reduction station
with electricity. Dynamic analyses were carried out using real data. In addition, static analyses
were performed for a natural gas reduction and measurement station using a PEM fuel cell for
the production of electricity in a combined gas heating system. At higher inlet temperatures and
pressures, the expansion process was more economical due to the lower heat power requirement and
the greater amount of produced electricity. The PRS with the turboexpander compared to the PRS with
the reducer required the supply of thermal energy which did not allow the PRS to lower operating
costs for the assumed prices of heat and electricity. The reduction system with the PEM fuel cell in
the combined heating system positively achieved lower operating costs of the PRS (without taking
into account the investment costs). Total annual costs for PRS with a reducer was PLN 1,593,167.04,
and for PRS with TE + PEM PLN 1,430,595.60—the difference was PLN 108,571.44 in favor of the
arrangement with TE and PEM. The payback time should be investigated, although the use of such a
system gives the impression of oversizing. An increase in the electricity purchase price and a decrease
in the natural gas purchase price may contribute to the investment in the future.

Keywords: natural gas; natural gas regulation station; turboexpander; pressure regulator; energy recov-
ery; energy conversion; energy system analysis; electricity production; fuel cells; cogeneration systems

1. Introduction

Natural gas plays a key role as a transition fuel in achieving zero emissions and climate
neutrality goals. When transporting natural gas over longer distances, energy is used to
compress or condense it, which reduces the volume of the transported medium. Supplying
natural gas to local distribution systems and the end user requires reducing its pressure,
i.e., re-supplying energy for its decompression [1]. A commonly used method for natural
gas pressure reduction in gas stations is the use of a reducer, in which, by rapidly reducing
the cross-section of the gas stream and izentalp choke occurs [2].

By lowering the natural gas pressure on the reducer (the gas does not work), the
energy contained in the gas is irretrievably dissipated—irreversible exergy losses occur [3].
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Moreover, the process requires additional energy to heat the gas in order to prevent the
formation of hydrates and to prevent frosting of the pipeline at the outlet of the station.

Due to the irreversible energy dissipation during izentalp choking, variant solutions
are considered that will allow to use the energy lost [4]. An alternative to the use of reduc-
ers/choking valves is the application of a turboexpander that uses pressure drops to generate
electricity, which can be used for: (i) station purposes, (ii) locally stored or (iii) returned to the
electricity grid. The pressure drop in the reducer is caused by the flow resistance, whereas the
TE uses the force exerted by the rotor blades, which allows some of the exergy to be recovered
in the form of electricity after integration of the TE with the generator. The expansion of the
natural gas in the turboexpander follows the irreversible adiabatic process, and the electricity
produced by the generator is equal to the external technical work performed per unit time
caused by the enthalpy drop [2]. Turboexpanders have been used successfully in industry for
over a century, and the first TE application at a pressure reduction station for energy recovery
was designed and installed in the early 1960s [5].

Currently, turboexpanders are used in installations that use renewable energy sources
in order to increase the efficiency of the process and to create an ecological energy system.
Ardali and Heybatian [6] investigated the potential for the use of TE on Iranian reduction
stations. For a representative Shahrekord PRS with an inlet pressure of approx. 45 bar
and an average annual inlet temperature of 8–10.4 ◦C, the maximum value of electricity
produced was 1,118,716 kWhe in January of the analyzed calendar year, with the expander
efficiency assumed as 85%. Energy cost savings were estimated at $463,000/year with a
capital cost of $730,000 (calculation for 2009).

Galyas et al. [7] conducted a similar analysis for Hungarian reduction and measure-
ment stations. The study conducted simulations using various input sets, thus allowing
to determine the impact of changes in individual parameters on the amount of generated
power and profitability. It has been noticed that the amount of energy produced increases in
proportion to the gas volume flow. While for 10,000 m3/h it is possible to recover 433 kWe
of energy, with a flow of 22,000 m3/h, electricity production with a turbocharger is already
953 kWe. The energy required for heating the inlet gas also increases proportionally, and
for the tested data sets it was assumed that TEs are implementable.

Similar estimates were made for selected Pakistani reduction stations [8]. The authors
considered one-stage natural gas heating at the inlet. For small gas flows and small number
of reduction stages, a small amount of electricity was produced to make the system cost
effective. In the case of higher gas flows, most of the stations showed high power production
in the range of 1100–1500 kWe. The authors concluded that Pakistan has great potential to
develop power generation systems using TE.

Howard et al. [9] conducted studies on the performance of a hybrid turboexpander
system and fuel cells for energy recovery at natural gas reduction stations and created
simulations showing the efficiencies for different system configurations. The maximum
efficiency of the system has been increased by about 10% due to the use of a fuel cell
for a flow of 12,000 m3/h. The highest average power was generated for the gas flow
of 15,000 m3/h. The process itself was the most profitable for 12,000 m3/h—the highest
net income.

The Polish gas transmission network consists of almost 11,400 km of gas pipelines
through which approximately 19.3 billion m3 of natural gas was transported in 2021 [10].
The system has 68 entry points and 925 exit points, and there are 15 gas compressor
stations in the network. The continuous expansion of gas networks, both transmission and
distribution, prompts to consider every possibility to increase energy efficiency and studies
for new technological solutions that allow better energy management and a reduction of
the operating costs of the transmission and distribution system or network facilities. The
use of turboexpanders for Polish reduction and measurement stations is being considered.
Currently, in Poland, analyses are being carried out on the profitability of installations using
TE at reduction stations, but the first pilot installation has not yet been initiated. So far,
turbine expanders have been successfully used in cogeneration systems of gas-steam units
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at underground gas storage facilities in Odolanów and Wierzchowice, which increased
electricity production [11].

Until 2019, the Polish Gas Transmission Operator performed analyses of the potential
use of expansion units at reduction stations from high pressure to medium pressure, but
they did not provide justification for the investment [12]. According to regulations, the use
of turboexpanders on PRS and PRMS is limited to generating electricity for the station’s
own needs. The scope of activity of the transmission system operator (TSO) is defined in
Art. 9d. paragraph 1 of the Energy Law Act and limits it to the transmission of gaseous
fuels in accordance with the license granted for the transmission of gaseous fuels, which is
the only license it has. TSO cannot perform economic activity in the field of: (i) electricity
generation or trade, (ii) gaseous fuels generation, production, or trade. TSO do not hold a
license to perform the above-mentioned types of economic activity.

In this study, the possibilities of using the generated electricity to meet the needs of
the reduction and measurement stations were analyzed. Analyses were also carried out,
taking into account the possibility of reselling excess electricity.

2. Methodology
2.1. Development of Calculation Model

In order to analyze the applicability of TE at Polish reduction and measurement stations,
models of reduction systems were developed, to allow the comparison of the energy balance
of the system with the pressure reducer or turboexpander. A gas boiler was considered as
a source of gas preheating. The average electricity consumption in the Polish GRMS was
analyzed. The list of devices running at GRMS which are powered by electricity was created
on the basis of a representative pressure reduction and measurement station. Electricity
consumption at selected gas stations was studied on the basis of monthly meter readings.

Static and dynamic energy analyses were carried out for the developed reduction
systems. In the case of the static analysis, various input parameters were assumed with an
appropriate step to demonstrate the relationship. To carry out dynamic simulations, data
from selected reduction and measurement stations characterized by various parameters
were used, including stations with the highest available gas flow rate and reduction.

The possibility of using heat and electricity cogeneration with the use of a PEM fuel
cell was analyzed on the basis of the assumed static calculation models.

Simulation calculations were carried out in the BR&E ProMax 5.0 software [13] based
on the Peng–Robinson equation of state [8], expressed by the Equation (1):

p =

(
RT

v̂− b
− a

v̂(v̂ + b) + b(v̂− b)

)
·10−5 (1)

where:

p—pressure, bar;
v̂—specific volume, m3/kg;
R—individual gas constant, J/kgK;
T—temperature, ◦C;
a, b—characteristic constants of the equations of state, -.

2.1.1. PRS with Pressure Reducer

A technological scheme of a reduction system with a classic pressure reducer was
developed (Figure 1). It takes into account the structure of the gas boiler, including the
burner (BURNER-I), the air compressor (COMP-I), the water circulating pump (PUMP-I)
and the individual heat exchangers (XHG-I/II/III/IV). The efficiency of the circulation
pump and air compressor was taken as 0.65.

The main criterion for assessing the possibility of using a turboexpander at a reduction
and metering station is to carry out an energy balance of the installation, including the
amount of energy needed to heat the gas before expansion and the energy generated by
the turboexpander.
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Figure 1. Pressure reduction system with a classic pressure reducer and a gas heating circuit.

In order to optimize the calculations, an equation was developed that allows to deter-
mine the quantity of natural gas directed to the gas boiler after reduction (2). The equation
of gas volume flow supplied to the burner (

.
Vp) was modified. It is presented as the ratio

of the thermal power supplied in the fuel Pd (kWheat) to the calorific value of the gas Hi
(kJ/m3). Thermal energy losses in gas boilers and their values were assumed on the basis of
characteristic values:

.
Vp =

Pd
Hi
·1 + Sw + Sn + Qx + qb

ηg
(2)

where:
.

Vp—gas volume flow, m3/s;
Pd—thermal power, kWheat;
Hi—calorific value of the natural gas, kJ/m3;
Sw—chimney loss, -;
Sn—combustion loss, -;
Qx—heat loss, -;
qb—standstill loss, -;
ηg—efficiency of the heating system, -.

For gas boilers used on PRSs, the chimney loss Sw was assumed as 5% [14]. The
incomplete combustion loss Sn for most gas boilers does not exceed 0.01%, and the heat loss
to the environment Qx can be assumed in the range of 2–6%, depending on the technological
parameters of the boiler used (4% was assumed). The standstill loss qb for the largest boilers
with good insulation is around 1 to 5% (1% assumed). The efficiency of the heating system
ηg was estimated as 0.85.

Equation (2) was used in the calculation model. For example, for the assumed data
of Pd = 555 kWheat and Hi = 34, 861 kJ/m3, the amount of gas needed for technological
purposes was equal to 74.84 m3/h (3).

.
Vp =

555
34, 681

·
1 + 5

100 + 0.01
100 + 4

100 + 0.01
100

0.85
= 0.02079

m3

s
= 74.84

m3

h
(3)
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Differences in the obtained quantity of gas needed for preheating by means of the
extended technological scheme (Figure 1—Heating-I stream) and Formula (2) for different
input data do not exceed 1%, and thus the time of performing dynamic simulations was
shortened by about 80%. The solution was implemented in a simplified diagram of a
reduction system (Figure 2) used to simulation (calculates the values of the gas stream
(i) Heating-I).
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Figure 2. Reduction system with pressure reducer (JT-I).

To check the calculation methodology of the created technological scheme, the value of
the thermal power demand of a single-stage heating installation before pressure reduction
with a traditional reducer was calculated for the assumed data. Obtained results were
compared with the results obtained in the simulator. Assumed data:

• nominal gas flow rate through the reducer Qn—22,000 m3/h;
• gas temperature at inlet/outlet of PRS Tin/Tout—4/5 ◦C;
• gas pressure at inlet/outlet of PRS pin/pout—25/8 bar;
• gas density (normal conditions) ρn—0.829 kg/m3.

The demand for thermal power can be calculated from the Equation (4) [2]:

N = ρn·Qn·cp·(Tout + (pin − pout)·µ− Tin) (4)

where:

N—demand for thermal power, kWheat;
cp—average value of specific heat at constant pressure, J/kg ◦C;
µ—average value of the Joule Thomson coefficient, -;

The German technical standard DVGW-Merkblatt G499:1997 Erdgas-Vorwaermung in
Gasanlagen describes the algorithm for determining the average value of the JT coefficient
for calculating the heat power demand. It assumes the value of the JT coefficient for the
first iterative step as µi = 0.5 ◦C/bar.

Then, the average values of the absolute pressure (5) and the temperature of the natural
gas (6) should be determined, and for the obtained values, the values of the specific heat
and the JT coefficient should be read from the appropriate nomograms (Figure 3a,b). For
the determined values of temperature and pressure, the iterative steps should be repeated
until the required accuracy ε (7) is reached, which is assumed to be ε = 0.1 according to the
technical standard mentioned above.

pa = pn +
(pin + pout)

2
(5)

where:

pa—average value of absolute gas pressure, bar;
pn—natural gas pressure in normal conditions, bar (adopted 1 bar).

Ti = Tout +
(pin + pout)·µi

2
(6)
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where: Ti—average gas temperature, ◦C.

|µi − µi+1|≤ ε (7)

where: ε—required calculation accuracy, -.
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Subsequent iteration steps were carried out for the parameters listed above, and the
results obtained are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Iterative determination of JT coefficient µ and specific heat cp.

Parameter Symbol Unit
Iteration Step

1 2

JT coefficient µi
◦C/bar 0.5 0.59

Average value of absolute gas pressure p bar 17.5 17.5

Average gas temperature Ti
◦C 9.25 14.75

Calculated JT coefficient µi+1 - 0.59 0.585

Calculated specific heat cp J/kg ◦C 2.4 2.7

|µi − µi+1| - 0.9 0.05 < 0.1

Based on the calculations, the value of the JT coefficient was adopted as 0.585 ◦C/bar,
because it meets the required accuracy of the calculations. The calculated values were
substituted into the Formula (4), and the obtained results were compared with the values
calculated by the simulator for the same data (Table 2).

Table 2. Comparison of the obtained results of heat power demand.

Parameter Symbol Unit Calculations Simulation Results

JT coefficient µi
◦C/bar 0.585 0.592

Thermal power demand Pd kWheat 20.73 22.135
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The demand for heat power according to the above calculation algorithm was 20.73 kWheat
and taking into account the efficiency of the heating system 20.73/0.85 = 24.39 kWheat. The
value of the JT coefficient was 0.59 ◦C/bar. For the same calculation data, the ProMax
simulation indicated the demand value for the same data set as 22.135 kWheat and the JT
value as 0.592 ◦C/bar. This difference may result from the use of specific heat values and
the JT coefficient in the approximate calculations, which were read from the nomograms,
and from the use of a different calculation model of the JT coefficient in the simulator. The
comparison shows the similarity of the obtained results, and thus their correctness.

2.1.2. PRS with Turboexpander

A diagram of the reduction system with a turbo expander was created (Figure 4),
similarly to the diagram for the reduction system with a reducer (Figure 1).
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To calculate the power of the electricity produced by the generator, the following
formula (8) was used [1,15]:

Ng = η0·ηm·ηg·Qm·∆h (8)

where:

Ng—power generated at the generator terminals, We;
η0—adiabatic efficiency coefficient of turbine, -;
ηm—mechanical efficiency coefficient of turbine, -;
ηg—power generator efficiency, -;
Qm—gas mass flow, kg/s;
∆h—gas enthalpy change in the turbine, J/kg.

The values of the turbine efficiency coefficients were adopted as η0 = 0.80 and ηm = 0.98.
The value of the power generator efficiency was ηg = 0.95. The enthalpy drop in the
expander can be calculated with the Equation (9) for the ideal gas model [1]:

∆h = cp·(T1 − T2) (9)

where:

cp—average value of specific heat at constant pressure, J/kg ◦C;
T1—temperature at the inlet to the turbine, ◦C;
T2—temperature at the outlet from the turbine, ◦C.

The calculation was performed for selected real data from the reduction and measure-
ment station (10):

• cp—22,000 m3/h;
• T1—36 ◦C;
• T2—5 ◦C;
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• Qm—15,388 kg/h.

Ng = 0.80·0.98·0.95·0.753× 15, 388
3600

·2.509·(36− 5) = 186 kWe (10)

It is assumed that the amount of electricity that can be generated at the terminals of the
current generator connected to the TE is about 0.85 of the energy generated by the TE [16].
The amount of energy generated by the turboexpander in the BR&E ProMax simulator
software was 225 kWe. The result of Ng = 186 kWe obtained by the above calculation
methodology is 0.83 of the energy generated by TE in the simulation program. This is
consistent with the presented assumption, and thus indicates the correctness of the assumed
calculation model.

2.1.3. PRS with TE and PEM Fuel Cell

The use of a PEM fuel cell in a combined gas heating system prior to its expansion
was considered. The generated electricity was used to produce hydrogen in the electrolyser
(Figure 5), which is directed to the fuel cell (Figure 6).
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2.2. PRS Input Parameters

In the Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 the results of the energy balances of the respective
reduction stations were compared based on: (i) applied expansion element and (ii) type of
input data (static/dynamic). In Section 2.2.3 the results for static simulation of the reduction
station with the PEM cell are presented.

2.2.1. Static Simulation Data—PRS with Pressure Reducer/TE

Static simulations were carried out on the basis of four different groups of considered
natural gas stations, depending on the gas flow rate and inlet pressure, assuming:

• Inlet gas temperature ranges from 4 ◦C to 12 ◦C with a step 2;
• Inlet gas pressure ranges from 25 to 55 bar with a step 10;
• Gas flow rates range from 4000 m3/h to 22,000 m3/h with a step 4000;
• Constant temperature at the outlet, 5 ◦C;
• Constant pressure at the outlet, 8 bar.

Input data are summarized in Table 3.
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Table 3. Input data.

Parametr Symbol Value Unit

Natural gas composition

CH4 96.5

%mol
C2H6 0.9
C3H8 1.8

N2 0.2
O2 0.6

Gas density (normal conditions) ρn 0.829 kg/m3

Heating system efficiency ηn 0.85 -

Pressure drop in the exchanger ∆pXHG 0.02 bar

Isentropic efficiency of TE ηize 0.8 -

2.2.2. Dynamic Simulation Data—PRS with Pressure Reducer/TE

Dynamic simulations were performed for five representative reduction and mea-
surement stations, named as A, B, C, D, and E. This PRS is characterized by various
operational parameters listed in Tables 4 and 5. Due to the lack of information, the outlet
gas temperature 5 ◦C at each PRS was assumed to be the most pessimistic from the energy
point-of-view.

In practice, turboexpanders are characterized by the minimum gas flow rate through
the expander, below which the reduction system with TE is automatically shut down and
switched to the line with a reducer. The minimum value is 3000 m3/h, therefore stations
with lower nominal gas flow rate values are not included in further analyses (Tables 4
and 5—B, C and D stations) [1,15,16]. The simulations were carried out for stations with
higher gas flow rates marked as A and E.

Table 4. Selected monthly averaged values of gas temperature at the inlet to the station and the
inlet/outlet gas pressure.

Month

Station

A B C D E

Tin pin pout Tin pin pout Tin pin pout Tin pin pout Tin pin pout

◦C bar ◦C bar ◦C bar ◦C bar ◦C bar

I 5.91 29.87 7.83 5.19 31.51 2.96 4.83 34.55 5.59 5.0 15.99 2.50 6.99 43.69 25.47

II 4.40 31.81 7.71 4.02 31.01 2.97 3.63 39.83 5.61 5.0 15.34 2.50 6.55 42.18 25.54

III 4.14 30.98 7.82 4.62 30.68 2.96 4.55 37.42 5.58 5.0 14.84 2.50 6.67 40.98 25.56

IV 6.03 31.17 7.92 6.67 28.49 2.94 6.34 35.27 5.58 5.0 14.45 2.50 8.19 41.79 25.62

V 8.27 29.69 7.93 10.37 30.09 2.93 9.94 33.18 5.57 5.0 11.79 2.50 10.66 44.01 26.03

VI 10.82 27.31 7.85 14.78 27.85 2.93 14.02 36.38 5.58 5.0 11.79 2.50 13.87 44.87 26.36

VII 16.31 28.09 7.88 17.41 33.08 2.92 17.11 35.01 5.57 5.0 11.73 2.51 15.74 44.04 26.09

VIII 18.00 34.22 7.85 18.22 32.17 2.92 16.99 37.75 5.56 5.0 11.71 2.52 16.55 44.00 26.03

IX 15.90 29.76 7.83 15.61 30.16 2.93 15.41 37.65 5.55 5.0 11.79 2.51 16.33 45.83 25.97

X 14.11 31.19 7.81 12.87 29.96 2.94 12.59 37.95 5.56 5.0 12.10 2.50 14.59 46.14 25.48

XI 10.79 28.57 7.78 9.94 30.48 2.94 9.87 38.00 5.56 5.0 12.60 2.52 11.54 44.65 26.34

XII 8.52 31.40 7.68 7.32 31.53 2.95 6.26 34.02 5.61 5.0 12.83 2.58 8.48 43.63 26.31
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Table 5. Selected monthly averaged values of the gas flow rate Qn and the gas stream used for
preheating Vp.

Month

Station

A B C D E

Qn Vp Qn Vp Qn Vp Qn Vp Qn Vp

m3/h m3/h m3/h m3/h m3/h

I 13,405 14.14 2847 4.85 796 1.71 500 0.83 22,753 0.00308

II 17,061 18.25 2992 5.10 750 1.94 552 0.85 57,389 0.00279

III 11,279 15.08 2504 4.24 878 1.76 388 0.79 21,298 0.00244

IV 5612 10.11 2072 3.27 766 1.36 264 0.64 19,674 0.00189

V 4706 8.05 1439 2.32 740 1.03 116 0.21 10,955 0.00087

VI 10,265 11.05 1291 1.83 682 0.58 93 0.03 1830 0.00005

VII 4325 4.28 1235 1.56 688 0.44 64 0.00 2459 0.00000

VIII 4268 3.46 1138 1.43 672 0.52 2 0.01 2459 0.00000

IX 8301 5.48 1373 1.71 483 0.59 14 0.08 4252 0.00004

X 8137 8.10 1780 2.34 561 0.98 66 0.27 17,894 0.00059

XI 13,473 11.88 2129 3.05 514 1.17 218 0.55 20,607 0.00123

XII 15,994 13.61 2738 4.44 718 1.86 500 0.92 20,874 0.00214

2.2.3. Static Simulation Data—PRS with TE and PEM Fuel Cell

A static simulation was performed for a period of one year, characterized by constant
values: expansion from 45 bar to 15 bar; inlet gas temperature 6 ◦C; gas flow rate through
the station 22,000 m3/h; the composition of the inlet gas is the same as for strings without
the fuel cell. Water stream parameters directed to the electrolyser are kept at a constant
level—the flow is 25,000 kg/h; the temperature is 80 ◦C, and the pressure is 32.4 bar. It
was assumed that the fuel cell would generate a constant power of 100 kWe. The hydrogen
temperature on the inlet to electrolyser was assumed as 50 ◦C and the pressure as 2.32 bar.

3. Results
3.1. Static Simulation Results—PRS with Pressure Reducer/TE

For static input parameters (Section 2.2.1), the analysis shows the change in energy
demand for variant gas flow rates of the PRS with a reducer (Figure 7a) and turboexpander
(Figure 7b). The analysis of the results shows that the energy consumption increases with
the increase of the gas flow through the PRS. The PRS with a turboexpander requires about
30 times more thermal energy to heat the gas at a low inlet pressure (25 bar) and a gas flow
rate through the station of 10,000 m3/h compared to the PRS with a pressure reducer. For
the highest inlet pressure tested (55 bar) and the highest gas flow rate through the station of
22,000 m3/h, this value is approximately six times higher than for the PRS with a reducer.

In addition, changes in energy demand for variant inlet gas temperature to the PRS
with a reducer (Figure 8a) and turboexpander (Figure 8b) were analyzed.

As the temperature of the natural gas at the inlet to the PRS increases, the energy
demand for gas preheating decreases. For a natural gas inlet pressure of 55 bar and a gas
temperature of 4 ◦C, the amount of thermal energy that must be supplied to the system
with TE is ~1320 kWheat. For the system with the pressure reducer, the supplied thermal
energy is ~210 kWheat. With the pressure drop, this difference becomes larger. For higher
temperatures and lower gas pressures at the inlet to the PRS with a reducer, the inlet
temperature can by high enough that it will not be necessary to heat the natural gas, and
thus it will not be required to supply thermal energy. It can be necessary when using TE.
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and gas flow rate through the station for: (a) system with a reducer; (b) turboexpander.

The temperature to which the gas should be heated depends, among other things,
on the gas pressure at the inlet. This relationship is shown in Figure 9. The temperature
increases with inlet pressure increase. The difference in the preheated gas temperature in
both systems decreases with increasing pressure.

The electric energy generated by the turboexpander increases with the increase in the
gas flow rate through the PRS, which results directly from the construction and principle of
operation of the turboexpander (Figure 10).

Figure 10 shows that with a gas flow of 10,000 m3/h and an inlet pressure of 25 bar,
the TE generated 260 kWe. After increasing the inlet pressure to 55 bar, for the same gas
flow rates, the TE generated almost twice as much energy; 580 kWe. For the gas flow of
22,000 m3/h and the inlet pressure of 25 bar, 460 kWe were generated, and after increasing
the inlet pressure to 55 bar,1020 kWe of electric energy was generated. The amount of
energy generated increases with gas inlet pressure and gas flow rate increase. The energy
demand for gas preheating also increases proportionally.
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The analysis of the scenarios presented in Figures 7–10, shows that the inlet gas pressure
increase resulted in an increase in both (i) the power needed to preheat the gas and (ii) the
power generated by the turboexpander. In the case of natural gas, which has a higher inlet
temperature, there is less need to heat it up. As a result, for pressure regulation, the power
and energy requirements are reduced. It can be concluded that for higher temperatures and
pressures of natural gas at the inlet, the expansion process with TE is more economical.

The annual electricity consumption of the selected PRS was analyzed, considering the
use of the produced electricity only for the station’s own needs. The list of devices installed
on the representative PRS is presented in Table 6.

Not all equipment installed at the station works continuously. Table 7 presents exem-
plary values of electricity consumption for selected (variant) gas stations (PRS I and PRS II)
developed on the basis of the meter readings in individual months.

Assuming that the equipment listed in Table 6 operates continuously, it is possible
to calculate the annual electricity consumption according to the total peak power of all
devices at the station (11):

24 h·365·17, 492 kWe = 153, 230 kWhe (11)

Based on the data presented in Table 7, for PRS I and PRS II equipped with devices
similar to those listed in Table 6, the actual electricity consumption of a gas station with
high capacity (~10,000 m3/h) can be estimated at about 15,000 kWhe per year, i.e., with an
average installation power per year of 1.71 kWe. For the analyzed scenarios, the PRS with
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turboexpander was characterized by the lowest power of generated electricity (260.64 kWe)
in the case of pressure reduction from 25 to 8 bar (at 10,000 m3/h).

The electricity demand of the station’s equipment is ~1% of the electricity generated by
the generator at the PRS with a turboexpander, which excludes justification and profitability
of its installation for the sole purpose of the station’s own needs.

Table 6. Power data of the equipment installed at the representative PRS with a gas flow rate of
10,000 m3/h.

Equipment Quantity
[pcs]

Unit Power
[kWe]

Installed Power
[kWe]

Coefficient of
Simultaneity

[-]

Peak Power
[kWe]

CaMAaA cabinet 1 1.20 1.20 0.80 0.96

CCTV and SSWiN cabinet 1 1.00 1.00 0.80 0.80

GC 1 1.50 1.50 1.00 1.50

Higrometers 3 0.30 0.90 1.00 0.90

Boiler 1 2.00 2.00 0.60 1.20

Sockets 1 1.50 1.50 0.10 0.15

Area lighting 1 0.12 0.12 0.20 0.02

Automatic valves 2 0.50 1.00 1.00 1.00

Heating cables 3 2.50 7.50 0.80 6.00

Cathodic protection station 1 2.00 2.00 1.00 2.00

CaMAaA lighting 2 0.12 0.24 0.20 0.05

Area lighting 10 0.12 1.20 0.30 0.36

Measuring cabinets heating 6 0.50 3.00 0.60 1.80

CaMAaA AC 1 1.50 1.50 0.50 0.75

TOTAL 24.660 17.492

Table 7. Monthly electricity consumption for selected 1st stage pressure reduction and measurement
station.

Electricity
Consumption

[kWe]

Pressure
Reduction

Station

Month

XII XI X IX VIII VII VI V IV III II I TOTAL

PRS I 1.743 1.364 1.519 1.396 1.443 1.122 1.487 1.910 0.474 2.395 1.411 1.124 17.388

PRS II 1.814 0.949 0.991 0.840 0.739 1.157 1.005 1.030 1.344 1.172 0.535 0.550 12.126

3.2. Dynamic Simulation Results—PRS with Pressure Reducer/TE

In this section, the sale of the generated electricity was considered. The amount of
heat energy required for technological purposes at PRS with a reducer and turboexpander
was calculated. Additionally, for the PRS with TE, the amount of generated electricity was
calculated. The required thermal energy for preheating and the generated electricity are
presented at Figure 11 (Station A) and Figure 12 (Station E).

Natural gas consumption for preheating is subject to seasonal fluctuations. In case of
TE application at station A, NG consumption increases during the heating season, which
has a major impact on the investment economic balance. The annual demand for natural
gas at station A (i) with a pressure reducer is 94,028 m3 (992.00 MWhheat) and (ii) with TE is
418,606 m3 (4416.30 MWhheat). At station A, the pressure was reduced from 30 bar to 8 bar
in the heating season. In the off-season, at lower gas flow rates, the pressure was reduced
from 30 bar to 16 bar so that electricity production was lower in this period. During the
year, TE was operating 8760 h without interruption due to the pressure values at the inlet
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and outlet of the PRS. The generator produced 2479.303 MWe of electricity during the year
(Figure 11).
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For the Station E (Figure 12), TE was operating 8760 h without interruption due to the
pressure values at the inlet and outlet of the PRS. The generator produced 1656.96 MWe of
electricity during the year. Due to the high temperature of the inlet gas and the low expan-
sion rate at station E, it was not necessary to heat the gas before expansion in the case of a
system with a reducer. Annually, the PRS with the pressure reducer required 0.12 MWhheat
of thermal energy. The PRS with TE required 2089.09 MWhheat. The summarized energy
balance is presented in Table 8.

The obtained energy balance results (Table 8) shows that the investment is unprofitable,
as the price of resale of electricity to the grid would have to be almost twice as high as the
price of natural gas used for technological purposes at the PRS. The possibility of reducing
the amount of natural gas needed to heat the gas before expansion by changing the heating
source or cogeneration application should be considered.
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Table 8. Energy balance for PRS A and PRS E with variant considered variants: (i) with the use of a
reducer (JT) and (ii) turboexpander (TE).

PRS A PRS E
JT TE JT TE

Annual natural gas demand for own needs, MWhheat 992 4416.30 0.12 2089.09

Electricity produced, MWhe - 2479.30 - 1656.96

3.3. Static Simulation Results—PRS with TE and PEM Fuel Cell

Assuming the uninterrupted operation of the electrolyser and the PEM fuel cell, static
simulation was performed for such a case (Figures 4 and 5).

For the assumed generated power (100 kWe), the electrolyser required 1100 kWe of
power to carry out the electrolysis and 329 kWe to keep a high temperature needed for the
reaction. The electrolyser generated 28 kg of hydrogen per hour (245,280 kg/year). The
waste heat of water cooling was 80.4 kWheat. The generated hydrogen, after expansion and
cooling for injection into the fuel cell, released a thermal power of 1040 kWheat.

During the year, 6570 MWhe of electricity was generated, and the fuel cell generated
876 MWhe. The electrolyser required 10,512 MWhe of electricity.

The comparison of annual energy balances for PRS with a traditional pressure reducer
and PRS with TE and PEM fuel cell are presented in Table 9.

Table 9. Annual energy balance for PRS with a traditional pressure reducer and PRS with PEM fuel cell.

PRS
JT TE + PEM

Annual demand for gas for heating, MWheat 3504.00 -

Electricity produced (TE), MWhe - 6570.00

Produced electricity (PEM), MWhe - 876.00

Electricity demand of the electrolyser, MWhe - 10,512.00

Total annual costs, PLN 1,539,167.04 1,430,595.60

In the analyzed scenario, the difference in annual operating costs was PLN 108,571.44
in favor of the system using TE. However, this is a static analysis for optimistically adopted
data and it does not take into account the high investment costs—the fuel cell, turboex-
pander, and the entire additional installation. It is recommended to investigate the payback
time, but there is a risk of unnecessarily oversizing the installation.

4. Discussion

In this study, authors compared the selected parameters of PRS with the reducer and
turboexpander, with preheating with gas boiler for the same input data.

Energy balances were created, covering pressure ranges from 25 bar to 55 bar, flow
rates from 4000 m3/h to 22,000 m3/h and temperatures from 4 ◦C to 12 ◦C, assuming a
constant pressure value at the station outlet—8 bar. The required energy needed to heat
the gas increased with the increase in the set value of the gas flow through the gas station.
For an inlet pressure of 55 bar, the system with TE required about 6.5 times more thermal
energy than the system with a classic reducer. As the inlet pressure decreased, this difference
increased. Required thermal energy also depends on the natural gas temperature at the
inlet to the station. The decrease in the inlet temperature is associated with a decrease in
the demand for thermal energy. As the pressure of the directed reduction gas increases,
the demand for thermal power for its heating increases. It can be concluded that at higher
temperatures and pressures of natural gas at the inlet to the PRS, the expansion process
will run more economically due to the lower heat demand and the higher amount of
electricity produced.
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Within this study, a dynamic simulation was developed for the real data of selected
stations (A and E) which were characterized with highest flow values among the five
analyzed. Station A with a reducer needed 992.00 MWhheat of thermal energy per year
for preheating the gas, with the use of a turboexpander it was a value of 4416.30 MWhheat.
The power generator produced a total of 2,479,303 MWhe of electricity at station A. In the
case of E station with a reducer, the station required 0.12 MWhheat of heat energy due to
the high gas temperature at the inlet and a slight reduction. The use of the turboexpander
required the supply of 2089.09 MWhheat of thermal energy, and the electric power generator
produced 1656.96 MWhe of electric energy.

Due to the dynamic change of natural gas and electricity prices, caused by the current
geopolitical situation (war in Ukraine, etc.), the application of TE at both selected stations
is not profitable (in Polish conditions). Additionally, the expansion of the natural gas at a
temperature of 6 ◦C from 45 bar to 15 bar at a gas flow of 22,000 m3/h using turboexpander
and a PEM fuel cell was considered. During the year, the installation generated 6570 MWhe
of electricity with the generator coupled to the TE and 876 MWhe with a PEM fuel cell.
The system required 10,512 MWhe of electricity to be supplied to perform the electrolysis
process. It is necessary to compare the costs of electricity which is required to run the
electrolyser (TE + PEM) with the costs of thermal energy required for preheating in the
scenario with a reducer (JT) which required 3504 MWhheat of thermal energy. Comparing
the costs of electricity to be purchased to make up for the deficit of electricity needed to
power the electrolyser and compare them with the costs of thermal energy needed for
pre-heating in the case of a line with a reducer (required 3504 MWhheat of thermal energy).
However, the operating costs of the stations are linked to energy prices, and the current
geopolitical situation affects the disadvantage of applying such a reduction system.

5. Conclusions

The growing demand for natural gas and the expansion of the transmission and
distribution system requires constant improvement of the energy efficiency of the processes
which occurs i.e., during pressure reduction of the natural gas transported to the end user
and reduction of the operating costs of PRS.

One of the solutions used in the industry is the use of turboexpanders in reduction
lines of PRS, which allows for the recovery of energy contained in the natural gas and
production of electricity for resale and/or supply to the station’s own needs.

The use of the turboexpander in the reduction line only to obtain energy to meet
the own needs of the gas station with the currently available minimum flow values is
economically unjustified due to the high investment costs and the production of too much
electricity that cannot be used (in Polish conditions).

The obtained results are consistent with the results presented in the studies performed
by Osiadacz [17], which present the economic failure of the project for gas prices before the
geopolitical changes in 2021. Currently, this value is more than four times higher, electricity
prices are also incomparably higher, and electricity resale prices have not increased enough
to make the project profitable.

Further profitability analyses for PRS with the application of fuel cells for Polish
reduction and metering stations should be considered. The rationale has increased the
production of electricity that can be sold, as well as lowered the demand for thermal energy
due to the applied cogeneration of preheating with waste heat from the fuel cell.

The most important factor for the profitability of turboexpanders application, in-
stead of traditional natural gas pressure reducers, is the price of electricity and gas (pur-
chase/resale) needed for technological purposes at the PRS. An increase in the resale price
of electricity and a decrease in the purchase price of natural gas may contribute to the
investment in the future.

It is recommended to perform analyses for the use of turboexpanders at the Polish
regasification terminal and gas compressor stations due to the input and output parame-
ters characteristic of these facilities, and thus the high content of energy contained in the
natural gas.
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Nomenclature

Symbols
cp average value of specific heat at constant pressure, J/kg ◦C
∆h gas enthalpy change, J/kg
∆pXHG pressure drop in the exchanger, bar
Hi calorific value of the gas, kJ/m3

N demand for thermal power, kWe
Ng power generated, We
pa average value of absolute gas pressure, bar
pn natural gas pressure in normal conditions, bar
Pd thermal power, kWheat
pin/out gas pressure at inlet/outlet of PRS, bar
qb standstill loss, -
Qm gas mass flow, kg/s
Qn nominal gas flow rate through the reducer/turboexpander, m3/h
Qx heat loss, -
Sn combustion loss, -
Sw chimney loss, -
T1,2 temperature at the inlet/outlet of turbine, ◦C
Tin/out gas temperature at inlet/outlet of PRS, ◦C
Ti average gas temperature, ◦C
Vp amount of gas used for preheating, m3/h
.

Vp gas volume flow, m3/h
Greek Letters
η0 adiabatic efficiency coefficient, -
ηg efficiency of the heating system, -
ηize isentropic efficiency of TE, -
ηm mechanical efficiency coefficient, -
ηn heating system efficiency, -
ρn gas density (normal conditions), kg/m3

µ average value of the Joule Thomson coefficient, -
ε required calculation accuracy, -
Acronyms
AC air conditioner
CaMAaA control and Measurement Apparatus and Automation
CCTV closed-Circuit TeleVision
EOS equation of state
GC gas chromatography
PEMFC proton-exchange membrane fuell cell
PRS natural gas regulation stations/natural gas reducing and metering station
SSWiN burglary and panic signaling system
TSO transmission system operator
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